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If you are not crazy today, it will be too late tomorrow. Dead people always
look serious with their dead face. Unfortunately many people alive have a dead
face. The best way to tell me Happy Bithday is to smile and laugh. When I see you
happy, I am happier. When the Elohim see you happy, they are happier, because
they created you to be happy of being alive.
They want you laughing, laughing of yourselves, of your mistakes. Only robots are perfect. Love your mistakes, laugh at them. Your mistakes help you to be
better.
To be Raelian is to be happy.
Maitreya Rael, Tokyo,
September 64aH

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAITREYA
!!!!!!!
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Words of Maitreya Rael
During the telepathic contact on September 6th in
Tuscany
Thank you Elohim for guiding our life with your Messages. They
are a guide for every day of our life, for everything happening to us at
every level. They are a guide for our sexual life, for our professional life
and above all, for our philosophical life: a guide for happiness.
Thank you Elohim.
It is important to remind ourselves that for everything we do at
every moment of our life, we can refer ourselves to the Messages to know what to do, to take a decision. There are moments
where it is difficult to make a decision, we hesitate, but when we read the Messages again, there is absolutely everything we
need to make the right choice.
In the night of human emotions, the Messages are a light. To choose while being under emotions is always wrong, we
must always go back to the consciousness and when emotions have completely disappeared, then we can take a decision and
we are sure to make the right choice.
All human mistakes are the result of decisions made while being under some emotion.
Governments and political powers use people’s emotions to make them make the wrong choice. We must then beware of
individual emotions and even more of collective emotions in order to be sure to be wise. Hence the importance to make our
meditations five times a day and to never forget, otherwise we go into emotions and emotions are always giving bad advises.
Thank you Elohim for giving us consciousness .... and love!
That love which should never be the fruit of our emotions but the fruit of our consciousness.
I love you with all my consciousness and the Elohim love you with their consciousness... without any emotion!
When there is emotion, we can love anything and anyone while when we follow our consciousness, we love with light in
our head and the love is much more beautiful.
This is what I wish you...

Words of Maitreya Rael at a Tokyo monthly gathering where
Japanese Raelians expressed their love and wished Him a Happy
Birthday
It is difficult for me to talk, there is so much love, you make me cry, cry of happiness
of course as I only cry of happiness. I cry often, of happiness, for any little happiness...
please do the same. When I see a flower, I cry of happiness. I know that in Japan, your
education tells you, men, not to cry. Women cry and they are right. Raelian men should do
it too. If not, you are missing a big part of your brain. Crying of happiness is so good.
First of all, it helps your health. There are lots of hormones and antibodies released
that are good for your immune system. On the contrary, when you cry of sadness, the
hormones released are very bad for your immune system.
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Be happy every second of your life as it could be the last one, one never knows. It is always possible to have a heart attack,
here right now, for me too. So let’s laugh every second, every second let’s be happy. Enjoy this wonderful thing in the Universe
which is life. Why being alive if it is to be sad? It is better to be dust then.
Being alive is made to be happy. How to be happy? I explain it at the seminar but it is always good to remind us how to
be happy.
What is happiness? Is it a big thing or small things? Happiness is made of small things, very little ones.
You wake up in the morning, it is Happiness as you are so lucky to be alive. Every morning you should say ‘wow, i am
alive!’
Then you go to the bathroom to pee. You are so happy to do it as some people cannot. It is a big Happiness to be able to
pee. You like sushi, ice cream, tempura... the next morning it is still great when it goes out of you, it is even holy as it has been
through you, so look at it as yesterday’s sushi not as something bad... Don’t it eat again though ;-) So you say bye bye to it, bye
bye as it will come back somehow through the cycle of water, vegetables, etc... But it is happiness to be able to live it.
Then you go to the mirror and you look at your face. Whatever the shape of it, its age, remember that you are unique,
you are the only one to look like that. You have been willing to see an Eloha, look at you, you have been made in their image,
especially more so here in Asia as you look more like the Elohim here than in Europe.
Then you go outside and you see the beautiful planet. You go to work, you listen to music in your car. Centuries before,
they had no music in the car to go to work... this is Happiness!
Every day, every step of the way is Happiness. Many people cannot walk, they have broken legs... every physical step you
do is Happiness
And remember to smile for no reason. It’s free. Every day when I wake up, I laugh. Did you laugh today? It is not too late,
let’s do it together... you can send blood to your left forehead, the happiness center. It is so funny to be alive!
Be crazy, be as crazy as you can.
I watch TV, politicians talking, TV anchors, no smiles.... it is terrible!
They should be crazy. Who ever is serious and depressed is dangerous. Laughing people are healthy. When finished laughing, laugh more:-)
There are many Buddhists in Japan. Remember that the image of the
Buddha was the image of someone laughing. You can all be Buddha by laughing. When you laugh, you are more conscious.
If you are not crazy today, it will be too late tomorrow. Dead people always look serious with their dead face. Unfortunately many people alive have
a dead face. The best way to tell me Happy Birthday is to smile and laugh.
When I see you happy, I am happier. When the Elohim see you happy, they
are happier, because they created you to be happy of being alive.
They want you laughing, laughing of yourselves, of your mistakes. Only
robots are perfect. Love your mistakes, laugh at them. I love my mistakes, they
are mine. I laugh at them. Your mistakes help you to be better.
To be Raelian is to be happy.
To be a good Raelian has nothing to do with being intelligent, educated
or more beautiful. A good Raelian is happier than anybody else, he is more
crazy, he enjoys life, because the Elohim like you like that.
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One day we will welcome the Elohim together. They are always laughing like
children. They laugh, make jokes, are funny, never serious, like the little people of the
forests described in some fairy tales. They make so many jokes. They were laughing
at me when I was there. Don’t think of them as serious people. They are laughing
always. Remember Mozart in the movie Amadeus, always laughing? Einstein, crazy
laughing? All geniuses are like that. If you want to be stupid, be serious. If you want
to be intelligent, laugh.
If you love me, please be happy.

Interview given by Maitreya Rael to a Croatian journalist
last July, a few days before the European Happiness Academy:
Q; According to you Rael, what is the main issue that the World is facing today?
A: Love is the main issue. People don’t understand because of their education.
Education is the main reason for the lack of love. It all starts at school, we need to
change the feeling of the people. Nationalism is what creates war, we need to slowly
give people a planetary feeling and teach about real heroes.
If there is competition, it ends up in war. This can be changed by education.
History books talk about Napoleon, Gengis Khan, and similar criminals. There is almost nothing said about Gandhi, Martin
Luther King for example. As long as we keep on going on like that, the world will be a nightmare. We need schools of love, we
need to give children models of love and compassion. Michael Jackson was an example with ‘Heal the World’, ‘Who’s black who’s
white’ and other similar songs. We can save the world, but for that we must act. Peaceful people must be more active than the
violent people who are very active!
My dream is to create a real World Government, give the power to the people. No need of politicians who are part of the
problem. No one in the streets wants people to die or starve. Politicians want the power and nothing else. We must get rid of
national governments and have a World Government which is actually starting today on internet.
Internet will save the world. People are connected thanks to internet. It is a religious experience. People don’t go to church
anymore to chat, they go on internet to feel connected.
I am optimistic, I think we can save the World. But we are still building weapons of mass destruction. Iran has no right to
have one but America is still building more. I understand why Iran wants one...
But I am optimistic, however we need to act. Billions are spent on nuclear weapons while people are going on vacations...
we need to inform people about what is going on. America has 900 military bases around the world while China has only two....
China can be part of the movement that will save the world, becoming #1!
Q: What is the role of the Raelian Movement?
A: The Role of the IRM is to bring happiness. Guilt cannot bring happiness. This is why we are against the Catholic Church.
You cannot have a god giving sex organs and saying ‘don’t use it’.
Q: What about science?
A: Science should be the religion of humanity. If you study science, you cannot believe in god. Human beings are sick for
lack of scientific knowledge. We are still primitive but our scientific knowledge increases quickly. Science is a living religion. Old
religions have dogma while science is always evolving, it is a new religion. All scientists are important. The Koran says that the
blood of one scientist is more important than 100 Prophets. A Prophet is just a postman, I am just a postman.
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Q: What are you the most proud of in your past?
A: Right now. I enjoy every second, the past is dead.

Message of Maitraya RAEL to Kama, by video conference with the participants to the
Happiness Academy in Elohika.
Good morning everyone! KAMA, OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOH !
I am very happy to be with you. I hope you will hear me. I am with you in spirit even if I cannot be there physically, I will
always be there in mind.
I know that you have had a fantastic seminar so far and I am not surprised. I really hope that I will be able to come back to
Kama to be with you again at a seminar because I miss you, I miss you all.
I just wanted to send you love and tell you that I would love to be with you as apparently it is cooler in Elohika today than
here in Italy. It is too hot here, I should have gone to Kama instead and L would have had your love and energy as well!!
Do not forget that Kama is the future of Humanity. In the future civilizations that are slowly coming, the modern technology will enable us to erase all the differences that can exist. I know you all have cell phones and computers. So, thanks to the new
technologies, all gaps that existed are disappearing. This is why the Raelian Movement is very important in Kama. You are not
only promoting Kama’s de-penalization but at the same time its preeminence over the rest of the world with all its resources one
can find there. Kama ethnic groups are the future of Humanity, it is not only the future of Kama itself.
To conclude, I will simply say that it is normal, it is somehow going back to the sources. As Adam and Eve were black, it is
normal that the last ones become the first ones and that the first ones be the last and that the civilization of Kama become the
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most beautiful of the planet after centuries of low , it should end up back up like it started with Adan and Eve.
So, I have a last wish, since I know that, this year, there have been almost as many women as men at the seminar in
Kama. This is fantastic. The future belongs not only to the people of Kama but to the women of Kama who are so beautiful. So
my dream is that the first President of the United States of Kama is a woman. That would be fantastic and we must motivate the
young women of Kama to enter politics. I know that new level 5 have been suggested to me by the Guides of Kama. I would
love to see a woman among the new Guides of Kama because the women of Kama are not only there for their beauty but also
for the change, for the revolution and their intelligence. I know that the people of Kama have felt inferior for a long time, it is
slowly disappearing. But women have felt the inferior of the inferiors. They must now feel the superior of the superior ones. So
I wish you that the future civilization of Kama that has been traditionally lead by women, is again lead by a woman. I count on
you women of Kama so that very soon we have a woman as Continental Guide. A woman to replace Tai in the future, that would
be fantastic!
I wish you all a wonderful end of seminar. Each one of you, do not forget that the Elohim are with you, the Elohim look at
you and the Elohim guide you. I hope that we will build the Embassy on the ground of Kama for the return of our Creators, on
this ground which represents the future of Humanity. I see Lamane who will for sure dance once I am done talking. I send you
lots of love and I love you! See you all very soon.
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Kama
Elohimization on its way in Elohika.
“Seminars are never the same” this is what the new
Bishop Guide Ya Boni was telling me in one morning in
the small streets of Elohika when we met. He was quite
right as no other seminar in Kama has ever been so colorful and feminine as far as Raelians can remember, except when Maitreya Rael was there.
Last year success in Elohika has triggered the desire
among the Raelians to massively come. No one wanted
to miss Kama’s meeting this year and Raelians from Ivory
Coast and Burkina Faso arrived with two buses each.
We ended up being more than 360 people surrounded by the mythical cliffs, coming from all over Kama with
the exceptional percentage of 46% women participants.
Each year our village improves in novelties. The raffia huts progressively turned into cabins. This year, Elohika got its first
rectangular building named “ELOHIKA 2035”, which includes 16 big rooms. It was build fast in order to ease the congestion
in the huts and cabins that were becoming insufficient because of the great number of Raelians.
Elohika is a village that knows how to fascinate its visitors. Harmony is always there. At Elohika, everybody looks at you
with so much care that you’re sure to be loved. You will discover how important you are on this planet. Love circulates in the
avenues. It’s in this place that the words liberty and consciousness take their full meaning. Elohika is a miniature version of the
planet of the Elohim. This is why we come every year to recharge our batteries.
This atmosphere of fraternity, intense love and joviality encourage us to open ourselves to receive the teaching of the Elohim
in this University of happiness.
In the big tent, in the presence of the guides who have the support from the audience, Tai Ehouan, Continental Guide, “
the  principal of the school” of happiness, announces the traditional opening of the annual Raelian Movement academy in the
land of Kama.
In the absence of Bishop guide Uriel, the
N’LONGI, in charge of the teaching in Kama,
and who was late because he was recovering from
an illness, the one Raelians affectionately nickname without knowing it “TIENI GBAGANI:
THE TERRIFIC CHILD” (because of the correctness of his acts and thoughts for his young
age), the Guide Ya Boni took over the reins of
the teaching. Two days later N’LONGI in person joined him. Assisted by other bishops, they
will together keep the Happiness Academy students spellbound with the Theme of Laughter.
During the 6 days of the awakening part of
the Academy, the teachers of happiness spoke
about all the wealth we hold inside us; self-de-
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velopment, femininity, harmony, love…
At the end of the awakening part of the Academy, some students admitted that the teaching was a real energy booster, others
said they signed a pact with happiness.
The guide training part of the Academy course started immediately under the same auspices.
Goal: to carry even higher the torch the Elohim lit through their beloved Son, Maitreya Rael, that is: the recovery of Kama
with the intention to save the whole planet.
The guide training was about this vision with the catch words: the UKK (United Kingdom of Kama), Kamo, the single
currency, MGO and science and technologies of the future, de-Christianization and going back to the traditional values of the
Kamite.
One of the particularities of this Academy was the growing participation of the students, and also the expression of their
differences. Yes, the testimonies of the sexual minorities especially men was a beautiful proof that the awakening was at its height
during these seminars.
The last day of the seminars, at 7AM, we end up at the top of the cliff to meet the Maitreya. The technical team was ready
with a huge screen, computers and a good Internet connection but the communication was difficult because of the heavy rain
the night before… the crowd seemed a little disappointed… the technical team tried harder… the communication was slightly
better.. The Raelians held their breath… it’s the umpteenth attempt. Suddenly the sound and image became perfect. We could see
Yahweh’s son on the huge screen and we can hear him saying KAMA Hoooo!! Everybody was in ecstasy!!! Yes ecstasy! The crowd
chanted hoooooooooooooooooo!!!
Amoussouu answers: Rael hooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!
Once more, science allowed us
to be with the most important man on Earth. He took the opportunity to support the
Guides’ teaching, once again very
powerful words for Kama. A very brief communication that will stay engraved on our
memories as the best of everything that happened during the 64Ah academy in Elohika.
The end of the seminar was as happy. The harvest was fruitful; 2 Bishop Guides, 4 Priests Guides, 2 trainees Guides and a
few level 3 on their way to conquer Kama.
Bishop Guide level 5
		

BONI Yves called YA, from the Ivory Coast

		

DA Sié Benoît called YAEL from Burkina Faso

Priest Guide, Level 4

Faso

		

ADJIBI Babatundé called Fikira, former 4T from Benin

		

BEOGO Philippe called Arborel, former 4T from Burkina

		

SANON Abibata, former 4T from Burkina Faso

		

PODA David, former 4T from Burkina Faso

Guide Trainee, Level 4T
		

AGBOZO Raymond, former level 3 from Benin

		

DEGNI Yolande, former level 3 from Ivory Coast

		

DJAHA Aya Catherine, former level 3 from Ivory Coast

		

MAYASSI Martha, former level 3 from Congo M’foa

Ya Boni en haut, Guide national de CI
Yael en bas, guide national du Burkina tous
deux nommes guides eveques
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If you have trouble imagining the planet of the Elohim, then come to Elohika because here you can see the beginning of this
beautiful prayer come to life : « May your will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven». You can say it without a doubt; in Elohika,
the process of Elohimization has already started. All we have to do
now is extend it throughout the planet. The ball is in our court…
I love you…
N’GODJO Usher Delamour , Assistant Guide – Ivory Coast

Elohika Is Magnificent!
It was magnificent, I was right to be present again this year.
In the bus from Abidjan to Bobo-Dioulasso on the way to Elohika,
the tone was already set. Guide Landry Gomat who was suffering
from malaria fever during the trip (that lasted 29 hours with only a
5 hour break) promptly recovered his health when we arrived at the
gate leading to Elohika.
As soon as we arrived in this magnificent site, we began to set
up our space, welcomed by bird songs and the call of many other animals. We could feel a perfect communion with our surroundings. Our arrival did not disturb the peace of the site, on the contrary, it contributed to embellish it.
We first decorated the huts, then the auditorium (wonderfully orchestrated by Degni Yolande). The Academy finally opened
its doors with our dear Continental Guide and with Guide Ya Boni called Bonobo, great Master of pleasure and captain of our
Happiness Academy this year. With infinite grace and refinement, we got our tickets for the take off, for the teachings of pleasure
at the University of Happiness. The theme this year was laughter. Yes! We laughed, we even became laughter.
Upon his arrival, bishop Uriel N’longi was sick but laughter, the pleasure from the teachings got the better of him and his
illness disappeared quietly. Our Kozi ( Bishop Azaël) was also full of energy. This year, the teachings reached magnificent heights.
We were as one, with new comers of exceptional quality.
This year, the number of women present was about 46 % and greatly contributed to elevate the level of harmony on campus. The quality of the teachings included classes on femininity, jealousy, meditation, the brain.. The guide training was just as
powerful with topics such as FERUKA, wealth, feminine leadership, the new 5 points (Politics, Economy, New technologies,
Culture, religion).
Our beloved Maitreya spoke to us upon the cliffs of Elohika through the internet thanks to Ericsson (our little genius) and
his team. Maitreya reminded us once again of the important role we have as women, and our responsibility in this humanity especially within Kama and he voiced his wish for the next Continental Guide of Kama to be a woman, something totally feasible
with all these beautiful and dynamic women among us.
Among the news nominations were a female guide Priest Abibata Sanon from Burkina, 3 women guide trainees: Martha
Mayassi from Congo, Djaha Catherine from the Ivory Coast and our charming Dégni Dohn Yolande from the Ivory Coast. 2
Bishops: the great master of pleasure, Boni Yves who became the Guide national of the Ivory Coast, and the national guide of
Burkina Faso, Yael. A great feast followed the nomination with a nude carnival for everyone’s intense pleasure. The newcomers
truly shined with their harmony and leadership skills.
Our two buses left at 5AM on Sunday morning bound for the Ivory Coast. We all lived such superb experiences..
With all my love. Koné DETE Moussokoro, level 3
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Spreading the Messages in Burkina … on our way to the RU of Kama!!
National Guide Yael, went on a mission and visited the king of Yatenga (in the North of Burkina). It is one of the 4 great
Kings, pillar of the Mossi empire, making up 2/3 of the Burkina population... The first minister of King Yatenga had come to
represent his King during the Happiness Academy in December 60 (2006) in Ouagadougou. At that time, Maitreya Rael had
spoken to the Kings in a video-conference...
Yael tells us:
This morning, we held our Sunday gathering in the home of the King’s Prime Minister who had invited us. He canceled a
previous engagement in order to welcome us in his home. He invited all the members of his court including a village chief, the
court secretary; we were 3 Raelians and 2 guests. One of them was a restaurant owner and the other a psychiatric nurse from the
CHR hospital in Ouahigouya; a total of 18 people attended the gathering including 3 Raelians (Djouma SIRIBIE, the assistant
Guide responsible for the Northern region), the regional Guide and assistant of the national Guide, Arborel BEOGO. And the
national Guide, YAEL);
As part of the preliminary protocol, we, on behalf of Maitreya RAËL, of the Continental Guide and of his assistant,
thanked the Prime Ninister, the King of Yatenga and we spoke our support for the traditional Chiefs to preserve the traditional
African culture. The secretary of the Prime Minister presented us with a program of demonstrations planned for May 22-23 to
promote the Yatenga culture; he asked for our support during this upcoming event. We answered that we would discuss it and
give him a reply later.
We introduced the Movement and the Raelian Messages:
1-We showed the complete ‘Homeostasy” DVD
2-Sensual meditation: harmonization with infinity
3- Attempted a telepathic contact by using the prayer found in the Keys of the Messages. The prayer was spoken by the National Guide. Then, the National Guide gave and lead a prayer taught by Maitreya Rael during the summer Happiness Academy
of 2007 ( “Elohim, I kneel before You who created me, I am honored to be able to serve You........”);
4-Information about the Movement’s activities: we told the audience about the international Happiness Academy courses
to take place at Elohika and cordially invited everyone to attend.
Answers were given to the many questions asked; one question was asked as to why only the Catholic church was being
attacked by Maitreya Rael; we answered that the DVD shown did not feature His declarations about other religions but that He
had also spoken about Islam and other documents. We took the book “The Maitreya” and we read a few paragraphs from it,
specifically those referring to the drama of September 11th 2001 and the scriptures of the Koran inciting violence. The Prime
Minister and his court asked us to bring them all the other teachings of Maitreya Rael that point out the parts of the Koran that
are in contradiction with Human Rights so that they may use them to inform others. Another question that kept the attention of
the assembly was the one concerning AIDS and the use of condoms; explanations were given to remove all misunderstandings.
We presented the Prime Minister with a copy of the “Homeostasy” DVD and 2 CD’s of Sensual meditation, harmonization
with infinity. The overall atmosphere turned out to be very positive and we received a warm welcome from his Majesty the King
Naaba Kiba at the very beginning of the gathering. Indeed, he called his Prime Minister on the phone during the meeting and
transmitted his welcoming wishes. The Prime Minister wishes for other gatherings to take place in his home. We planned one in
a week’s time. He thanked us for all these teachings we brought which he tape-recorded. He was so captivated by the teachings
of Maitreya Rael that he asked his sons to start the DVD again at the end of the gathering so he could view it once more. The
secretary of the Prime Minister asked to buy all the Raelian books; the assistant Guide set up an appointment to deliver the books.
Following this gathering the 2 newcomers were ready to do their Transmission of the Cellular Plan and to attend the upcoming
Academy of Happiness. The nurse bought a copy of the Messages.
Thank You infinitely Raël , Elohim! Love! Yael
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North America
Mexico City
The 25th of July and 14th of August 2009, we had two conferences in the “ Villa Olimpica y Casa de la Cultura de ciudad
Neza” con el titulo “ Y tu ya conocias el Verdadero Origen de la Humanidad” auditorium, two marvelous days of opportunity
and hope for people to know the messages of our beloved Elohim.
Jorge and Andrés two committed Raelians went to search for the spaces to give the lectures, with Rafael (responsible of
D.F. and the other Raelians 15 days before each date. They went out in the streets to put posters, glue and pass our advertising,
provoking people’s interest. And some journalists who called asking if we were going to show UFOs, so much that they came,
took notes and left.
Rafael Mitre, Conny Ibañez, Francisco Caballero and Miguel Rivas, who with lots of love were successful in getting the
public acceptance, the harmony and respect were there among the people that came, many expressed the fact that was a message
of hope in front of what humanity faces today, there was a Jewish kid who showed much interest and told us that the Maitreya
Rael should give other countries the opportunity to build the Embassy and not only Israel,(he bought a book) many people told
us how surprised they were by this revelation, and they questioned what to do with the god belief they had....Many downloaded
the books from the website, and expressed their interest in attending our meetings.
The lectures were a success! I want to thank
everybody that one way or the other helped Rafa,
Frank, Aida, Nico, Jorge, Andrés who donated the
advertising, audio and auditorium expenses and
other Raelians that contributed as well, to all of
those that gave a little piece of their hearts and time.
It was a great opportunity to elevate our consciousness in the path of love, peace and fraternity.
Thanks to our beloved space fathers Elohim,
and Maitreya Rael for trusting us and love us, for
the opportunity to give this messages of infinite
love to all beings in this earth!!
With Love, Ma. Carmen
National Guide of México

Mexico
Hello dear brothers and sisters,
well...I arranged two new phrases to my brand new car...from 1992!!!!!!!
Of course words about our philosophy...but wanted or not they attarct quite a lot of attention
and I think it’s a good publicity.
I believe that many brothers did the same and it would be great if everybody could do it;
something similar or something even better...it all depends on our own creativity.
We could even create a contest: ‘the talking car’...for sure with Raelian spots (linked to the messages and to the phi11
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illustrations

a s

We may exchange pictures delighting our eyes with
satisfaction, knowing that in a certain way we are
spreading our philosophy.
Ok, here you have my pictures.
Much love to everybody.
Hugs and kisses
Manuel Arguelles, PozaRica, Mexico

Exxotica Porn Show A Success In Miami
Wow!!! What a wonderful weekend of May 8,9 an 10 the team in Miami spent touching the hearts of Floridians by giving
them a chance to donate to the most worthy cause of helping women have a chance of one day experiencing clitoral pleasure.
Yes, we spent 3 days selling tee shirts and chocolate pussy’s to raise the much needed money to help finish building the first
“Pleasure Hospital” in Burkina Faso, Kama. Even though we were a bit handicapped with only having one golden angel, the
marvelous Raquel, in a show where women dominate we still managed to raise a bit over $1800.00.
We were a booth of mostly men and what a fantastic job they all did. Our new Raelian Mel is a born salesman and wooed
the crowd and managed to sell the most tee shirts. Luis was the king of chocolate pussy’s and took off in the crowds with hand
full’s of them and came back for more. By the end of Sunday we were sold out. I want to personally thank Andre, Jesus, Raquel,
Irene, Joe, Luis, Esteban, and our newest Raelians Richard, Mel and Moses for their never ending dedication and love which
made this a successful weekend. Even though we are in the mist of a recession and Sunday being Mothers Day emptied the halls,
it didn’t matter in the Raelian booth were love and determination ruled. We had so much fun being together, talking to people
and giving them the opportunity to reach deep into their hearts and pockets to help the women of Kama gain the dignity they
have had taken from them. It still surprises me to know there are millions of people who have no idea FGM even exists. I saw
mostly in their eyes the understanding of this horror at discovering what these women experience and they are the ones who
donate the most. We had 3 media come and interview with us. TV America, a Spanish television interviewed Irene, the Miami
New times a local newspaper and Donna did an interview with the Orlando Weekly which will run sometime in June. Thank
you our dear Prophet for starting the ball rolling 5 years ago as the journey forward continues and pockets of society are becoming aware.
To our continuing success,
Clitoraid - Quote of Marci Bowers
“I have this long-held personal viewpoint that sexuality should
be considered one of the basic human senses...imagine if we took
our children and poked their eyes out in childhood? or their sense
of hearing? or even smell? it would be an outrage and we all should
feel no less outraged about this process of FGM and how important it is to do what we can to return that sense”.
Marci operated on a few patients brought to her by Clitoraid
last May. She is now refining the technic developped by Dr Foldes,
applying her experience of plastic surgerey for transgenders to give
a better look to the repaired vaginas. She is on the picture here with
Nadine, a few hours before the operation. She is now, like all of us,
waiting for the pleasure hospital to open!
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Gotopless... a fantastic achievement in
the US!
After one year preparation, the US teams lead by
the Gotopless leader Nadine, shook the whole country
with their boobs all out. Ricky the Continental Guide
commented: Amazing...simply amazing. :-) If there
is ever any doubt that what we are doing is changing
the planet, all we have to do is refer to just a few of
these reports of what happened during this Gotopless
weekend. Huge congrats to everyone! And dear Nadine, wowow...SUPER job!!!!
Here are some of the reports coming from all over
the US:

Gotopless Ohio:
Carla and Isael are having an incredible time at Comfest, Columbus OH where they have a GoTopless booth for 3 days. After TV and
radio coverage... the time to be uncovered arrived in this legally topfree
city and their booth has been incredibly successful... don’t you love the
delightful freshness and femininity of Carla’s displays?
Carla added the feature where women could come and be painted because many wanted to be topless but wanted to be painted to
help overcome their shyness. The booth was so full all afternoon and
evening yesterday...

Gotopless Miami by Donna Newman:
Our event was an enormous success. We had major media exposure, CBS, NBC, a few free lance journalists so we are not
sure where it will end up. We were on the 6:30 news but I missed it but I am sure 1000’s in Miami saw it. First off yesterday
morning a police officer called me and asked me where and exactly what we were going to be doing so I told him we would start
at 3pm on the north corner of Lincoln and Washington and he said “Well here is my cell phone number as I will be all over
Lincoln and if you need us for anything please call me we are here for your protection”. Well they were indeed and no one gave
us any grief except one Christian person who was quoting the bible but could not take his eyes off of Raquel’s beautiful breasts.
The crowd was laughing. He actually ended up at the speech and Joe talked to him awhile. We marched for about an hour with
the most beautiful signs done by Jesus. We will have tons of pictures as soon as everyone sends them to me. I did interviews with
all of the media there as well as our new sister from Pennsylvania Sabrina, who told me she didn’t want to be photographed but
ended up speaking on National TV. She was great. We played the music “Free your breasts Free your mind as we walked and we
chanted our mantra. It was so funny to see some parents trying to cover the eyes of their children, and I noticed most of them
were from the middle east. The rest of the people smiled and gave us thumbs up. After the speech the crowds thinned and the
interested ones stayed and all of us were talking and spreading the message. We had a few men actually who came in a bra and
held a poster and stayed with us throughout the whole event. We did get one sheet of names which I will go through today. So
my dear sisters and brothers once again it was a great success and I send you all a boobielish hug and kiss.

Gotopless on Venice Beach, Ca by Nadine Gary, leader of the whole event
It is 11 PM, my forehead is tingling from the sun... though I did protect my breasts from the sun this year :))). As last year,
we started at Navy Street, Matt the pasties man was not there this year so the women put the pasties on each other, it was very
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special religious gesture. Marie-Helene (from Canada), decided to go topless for the first time and took the job of passing around
and selling the pasties to every woman she could... she sold them ALL 40 of them!
The parade started and was
led by a necklace of lovely angels,
women : Norma, Lia, Anja, Ju
Young and myself and the parade
was animated by a friend of Lara,
from a TV show on line! What a
guy! It was super! it was like giving a speech at every block, we
would stop he would speak, hand
me the microphone for a minute,
we would pass out flyers and move
on... and pick up momentum as
we went along... the parade was
really powerful, alive, with these
hundreds of people everywhere
stopping to see and hear.
When we arrived at the stage,
the music was already playing, all
the women went on stage and Lara’s
friend did a schpill... whaow! The
bleachers were packed! The double
DD band opened up the festivities
and then I started my speech inviting speakers (Norma to introduce
the Messages, Felix to explain why the men were wearing a bra today, Alexander gave a child’s vision of Gotopless day, and even a
stewardess, Lee, came to give a testimony. She had stopped
in LA today especially to be with us, she came on stage to
tell her story), The speech went well! The whole afternoon
was filled with incredible music! The DD’s, Greg, Masami,
Jeri... Rebecca... yes! ... and even Alexander who closed the
show interpreting the song “It’s a celebration” accompanied
by Jeri at the guitar. Victor, the Venice Beach permit guy,
gave us a little extra electricity time, to finish off right as we
had gone beyond the allowed time! :))) Victor was very intrigued and asked many questions about the philosophy…
Everyone ended at the Side Walk Cafe at around 6PM
We were all so thrilled with the event! But the biggest
surprise took place a few days later as the Gotopless news
did not only cross the USA but went around the world too!
Almost every country in Europe had a media who covered
the event with a picture attached… of course! The Times of
India wrote about us! The news even reached Japan! Gotopless.org was inundated with emails of support. Youtube was flooded with Gotopless videos of all sorts.
Note : CNN was there and the Venice beach parade was portrayed on National TV as well as on many worldwide media

Gotopless in NY By Sylvie Chabot
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What an amazing adventure of Freedom !!!
We were 38 Canadians plus the NY and
Boston team shaking
the Central Park on that
day. We came back home
safely, tired, but despite
our fatigue, nobody could
sleep on the bus as we were
overwhelmed,
speaking
and sharing how powerful
it has been, especially for
some of us who could not
imagine they would have
been able to do such an action a few years ago.   Even
being Raelians, naturist on
a beach or in Valcourt, or
girls who danced nude in
clubs.... these experiences
have absolutely nothing to
do with what we have lived
at the GoTopless Event.
We started our journey with a big diffusion on Saturday evening all wearing our Pink T-shirt stating Femininity for the
future of humanity ! walking on Broadway and Times Square... it was already a big start.
On Sunday morning, all in white, in a meditation we took off our top together in a religious way as we were not there only
for a simple pic nic in a park, but to spread our freedom consciously.
etc...

We walked for about 45 minutes... and back to the park for the speech, the artistic performance of Tara, music, dance,

We have had 3 special guests that I presented to the crowd: Jordan Matter, a famous photographer of topless women in New
York. He fully shares our vision. The second one : what a coincidence, was Romana Santorelli, this woman who got arrested,in
1992, went to jail, had a judgment and won not only her case, but the law was changed in the state of New York following this
jusgment and since then it has been legal for women to be topless in public. This women was with us. She spoke to the crowd
with such an emotion to see all of us thanks to her. And she was
proud of this and so proud of us.  The last one : The lawyer Jeff
Rodman who did win the case of Phoenix 3 years ago and that
is where our Gotopless mission started thanks to our Guide of
Guides, The Maitreya, who pushed us to go a step further.
I could write a lot of words to try to express my emotion ....
but I am speechless.....
There were so many cameras, photographers, filmmakers for
internet network...etc etc... really really hard to describe.  (almost
like being surrounded by paparazzi...)
We have had 9 media interviews - we gave 5000 flyers - we
have had hundreds of signatures for the petition -  some people
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told me they were there last year and came back this year, and told us they will be there next year.  The event in NY was 7-8 times
bigger than last year.
Some videos illustrating the event:
the march: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SM78uo4fDq0
Jeff, the lawyer speaking in the Park: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUDYwpctL54
Performance of Tara singing: (a song that she wrote for the event the week before) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
IaFCwZTxWY

Testimony of a sympathizer who stopped by the event in NY:
Dear Sylvie
,Thank you
Your group were all wonderful.
When we briefly spoke, you told me
that you believe in freedom, and love.
They all were full of love for their fellow
man. It was a pure pleasure to be there.
I shall send you some pictures I took.
I’ll send more later. I will also forward
an article to you for vetting and correction before I try to publish it. It
will be positive.
I also believe that you can use
a hand with your NEW YORK PR.
As I have some experience, I wish to
help, a bit (un peu.)
Please keep my-mail address,
and write when you begin to make
your plans for 2010. You truly should
be getting better press coverage of your demonstration.
On a personal note, I felt as if I was having an
audience with a Cardinal when we spoke. Please allow me to compliment you. You have a great presence.

You have complete
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control
and
knowledge
of
your
beliefs.
While
I
cannot
imagine
you
to
have
achieved this level and be under fifty years, you don’t look to be out of your fourties.
Please translate “God Bless You” to your philosophy, and wish it to you and to all your group, from me. They are just a wonderful gang. I complemented your men a few times, at the park, because no one was paying attention to them, yet they stalwartly
did their duties.
W M, New Rochelle, NY
Nadine to conclude....
What an honor it is for all of us to be able to play with Maitreya’s nipplecious, clitoricious, clonacious, etc.. ideas, that
shake everyone all up into a happier life!... All 7 GoTopless teams have been phenomenal! We could have never done it without
the help of our sisters and brothers from Canada! We look forward to next year’s GoTopless action as we celebrate the 90th anniversary of the 19th amendment and Women’s Equality Day! Maybe we can take our GoTopless Petition and deliver it right to
President Obama’s desk on behalf of the founder of GoTopless.org... Maitreya Rael …
GoTopless website had more than 100,000 visitors, can we double that next year? Sure we can !!! Freeing more breasts,
freeing more minds :)))
... I said 7 teams... but there is an 8th one... please watch this incredible video and pay attention to the tatoo in the girl’s
back... http://freekeene.com/2009/08/23/raw-video-topless-equality-activist-arrested/#comments
Thank you Beloved Creators ~~~
Floating ~~~~Nadinamour

Gay Prides were also hot this Summer with the Raelian participation...The Chicago Pride was a great
success.

There is so much love at the pride. I was touched again by this activity. It gives us hope for humanity. ;)
Many people took pictures of the poster and will probably publish it on the Internet which will bring more people into the
Raelian world and learning about the messages of the Elohim.
At one of the street corners, a small group of Christians surrounded by cops were trying to convince people that homosexuality is a sin. People took picture of them as if they were looking at a booth of history museum....;) looking at primitive people of
ancient times..... ha ha ;)   Unknown people in the crowd wanted me to go in the front of the Christians and some took picture
of me and the Christians (so I did), as a contrast between the
primitive past and the progressive present that we represent. ;) I
have seen gay people write on a sign and showing it as a message
back at them: “Jesus loves everybody”, but Christians are insensitive to logic as you well know...
A wonderful day as every minute of this day was a great
one. Tens of thousands have learned about our wonderful message.   Many people have shown a great interest. A student in
bio-chemistry (Vietnamese ethnic) was very curious about our
philosophy and came back twice to ask questions. ;)
No doubt that our website will be hit many times. By Marc
Letourneau
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Toronto Gay Pride Parade
On June 28th, in the streets of Toronto, we participated in
the great Gay Pride Parade.
Since every year this event attracts nearly one million people,
we had to be there to show our colors and provide our support to
all sexual minorities. Moreover, for the first time, the parade was
broadcast live on TV.
For this occasion we prepared a magnificent UFO. Our Raelian brother Novak generously offered to build it and we were able
to take advantage of this great attraction.
The official theme of the parade was “Can’t Stop Won’t Stop”.
On our main banner, we added the words “Being Myself ” to the
theme, along with our website of course.
It was a great success. Nearly 45 Raelians marched and
danced in the streets with spirited songs. The crowd was very enthusiastic and energizing and every one of us left the event with
an extraordinary level of adrenaline.
Several people in the crowd took pictures and videos that can already be seen on YouTube.
http://www.facebook.com/ext/share.php?sid=97820523004&h=HNzYp&u=JUsCk
Also, as a side note, a Raelian in the group invited people from the crowd to join the march; over a dozen. Among them,
one girl told him that the day before the parade, she was seriously considering suicide, and with all the love she has received and
the beautiful energy that we radiated, at the end of the march she said that it was the most beautiful day of her life and that she
was very happy to have met us. I can tell you that our Raelian brother was overrun with great emotion.
Our presence in this march has certainly made an impact on the crowd, and if we helped save a life, it was certainly worth
the effort to be present at the parade.
With love
Gisele Gagne, for the Toronto area

Montreal May 2009 The members of ARAMIS-CANADA (Raelian Association for Sexual Minorities) got together at the University of Quebec
in Montreal, for the TRANS Pride day, which was organized by the ATQ (Association of Transsexuals in Quebec). This organization was founded 20 years ago by Marie-Marcelle Godbout, who had been a priest guide and responsible for sexual minorities
in the Canadian Raelian Movement. Her dream came true, thanks to her perseverance, her listening and her love within the
transsexual community.
Why have a trans pride day ?
To enable those who are in a transition from woman to man or from man to women, to feel welcomed, listened to, respected, and informed about everything that could help them in their journey.
Breaking with their solitude, they discover other humans like them, who may or may not have had the gender re-assignment
surgery.
It is also a day for them to unwind, to feel themselves without judgment and supported by health professionals (surgeons,
psychiatrists, psychologists) who gave their best during that day, with lectures, video presentations, psychological counseling,
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workshops, etc...
In the literature on transsexualism, it is said that a transsexual is a person who does not recognize his/her biological gender
and considers him/herself as belonging to the other gender, and this from the youngest age. Gender identity is not yet included
in the charter or Rights and Freedoms in Canada and consequently, discrimination still exists. Some countries accept the change
in civil status after the gender reassignment surgery.
However, for those who wish to remain women with a penis or men with a vulva, or those who are simply waiting for their
gender reassignment surgery, it becomes very difficult to live in the every day life, even if it is the simple act of picking-up a registered letter at the post office.
Imagine a beautiful, sexy and blond woman showing her male ID. Does she have to explain her entire life in 2 minutes to
a perfect stranger just to get her letter?
Aramis-Canada could not be anywhere else on that day ! For the occasion we had some flyers promoting Aramis-International.org, as well as bilingual copies of the books of the messages. Participants who visited our booth were very impressed by our
actions towards the respect of sexual minorities and the promotion of the genetic origin of all sexual orientations.
We were able to talk with them and spread the wonderful messages of the Elohim who, through the mouth of Maitreya Rael,
teach us the importance of the love of differences.
Frédérique, in charge of spreading the Messages in the transsexual and transgender community for North America

Quebec - Unusual: Crop circles on the water !
It has been a year now, since I launched my sailboat “The Raelian”, and with Raelian friends, I sail along the majestic St.
Lawrence River, inviting people on board the ship to learn about the Messages while docked at the various marinas along the
way.
Last night, August 19th, Réal Roy, Hélène Munger and I received the authorization from the Marina in Trois-Rivieres to
present an evening on the subject of crop circles, with photos that Real had brought; 25 people attended.
At first, we heard some fairly negative
comments, criticizing the fact that pictures
were not related to the maritime world and
sailboats, or that we were only a bunch of
eccentrics. Then, gradually, through our attitude, we managed to change the prejudices
of the audience. Several positive people came
forward and we were able to answer their
questions.
At the end of our presentation, the organizer of the evening came to thank us, and
he congratulated us for the quality of our exhibit.
With the winds of truth in our sails !
Love, Michel Brodeur
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Middle East : Our 1 Minute of Fame

The Raelian Movement just had it’s 1 Minute of Fame on Oman’s #1 Radio Station (Hi FM “English Speaking Station”),
the show was hosting three stand up comedians who will be performing in Muscat. I had already emailed one of them (A Lebanese comedian) and welcomed him in Muscat. Apparently, I didn’t remove my Signature which appeared in the bottom of the
e-mail.
So today, I was calling the show and when I introduced my self, the Lebanese comedian clearly said:
‘Yeah Fadi, from the Raelian Movement, we have just been talking about the Raelian Movement before going on Air”. The
Raelian Movement, my loved ones, has been mentioned two times very clearly and I do believe that this is a free advertising for
us, especially if we take in consideration that this Radio station is very popular in Oman & very famous :)
I will be meeting the three comedians on Friday night at the Lebanese Embassy and I will surely introduce them to the R.M
and to the message :)
Lots of love, Raelove

South America
Gay Pride Parade in Lima PERU
Sun June 27th, 2009
By Deborah Toledo / Responsable ARAMIS
Yesterday we celebrated the VII Gay Pride Parade in
Lima Peru. The gray and rainy streets of Lima were colored by
the shining colors of the rainbow reflected in all of the flags,
banners and balloons everywhere, which filled of happiness
and unity the streets of La Metro, this Saturday. Hundreds of
GLBTT marched through the main roads of the city, showing their deepest wishes of equality, without hiding their preferences and sexual inclinations. All of the groups took advantage of
this singular party to diffuse their ideals and philosophies. The Raelian Movement was no exception. We were marching right in
front of an allegoric car that had a speaker which was repeating “The Sin Has Died!” There were many people dressed in colorful
costumes and others walking nude showing their freedom and sensuality. This year, Raelians had a better welcome into the March
as we walked holding our flags with the symbol of infinity and a big
banner showing a supple image of two young guys with their nude
torso, simply enjoying a normal and pure loving kiss. Many people
were fascinated by our Philosophy and for the existence of ARAMIS;
as we were sharing thoughts, we noticed that all these people, without
knowing it, were carrying the Raelian philosophy, which is emerging
more and more thanks to fearless university students which are fighting to demystify the homophobic ideology of the Catholic Church.
I was able to see a less aggressive and agitated climate in the
March, compared to other years. It’s good to know that there is more
consciousness towards the reasons of this parade, which is not only a
simple demonstration of feathers and beads, but to show the country
a mirror in which we can reflect that in PERU there is a grand diver-
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sity of people and genetics, which makes us all different but, united by a common objective: To love one another with all and
our differences.
It was a success.. Thanks Elohim for this opportunity and for the consciousness you’ve given us.
Love to all.

Australia

To mark the 40th anniversary of
Stonewall, the beginning of Gay Liberation and Pride events, the Brisbane Raelian
Movement celebrated another great Pride
Festival Rally, March and FairDay on Saturday 13th June. We made a fantastic impact at the rally in Roma Street auditorium and during the march through the city to Fair Day at Musgrave Park handing out
our new slogan. (see attached image)
Our photos show we definitely had the most colorful and humorous stall with the most profound message of course. The
curiosity factor of our brand new slogans “ETs are GAY too! Gay is OUT there! UFOs bring LOVE,” was palpable with countless Fair Day attendees being drawn, as though to a magnet, to find out more about our fascinating message. Passersby found it
amusing and intriguing. Some were puzzled and asked what it meant. They hadn’t made the connection between sexual diversity
and extraterrestrials before.
Our audience was delighted, especially when they realized the importance of being de-baptized and leaving behind their
imposed religion, which does not support their particular sexual orientation. Many people were asking if they could also get
apostasy forms for their friends. There were a number of people, who enthusiastically requested our sign, “De-baptize from your
homophobic, misogynist religion”.
The day was a massive success encouraged along by our leader LuXifer, who
witnessed out in the middle of the crowd
with a big heart sign. We handed out hundreds of info cards and spoke with many
people in the Gay Community. Saul was
extraordinary in the way he engaged with
everyone who came his way. He was particularly encouraging people to apostatize
and in making them aware of the importance of doing so.
Our team comprised of LuXifer, Saul,
Peter, Veronique, Ian and Zabou, Frank,
and Doc. We spent an enjoyable dinner
together to celebrate our most successful
Pride exposure to date and our growing
success in the gay communities. LuXifer
has been invited to participate in the Pride
Cabaret next year. Happy Pride!! Happy
40th everyone!!!
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Note: Sydney has the Mardi Gras (February), Melbourne has Midsumma (January) and Auckland has Hero Festival (also
in February). Brisbane is the main focus for Raelian Pride in Oceania. We look forward to being able to bring a Raelian presence
to other gay festivals around Oceania.
LuXifer, Raelian Responsible for Sexual Diversity, Oceania

Europe
Switzerland, a visit to the ‘anti-cult’
Following a request from Brigitte, I went to represent ourselves to the ICSA (International
Cult Studies Association) congress in Geneva. I wanted to get noticed, and not only through
wearing the medal. During the first question session I introduced myself as representing the Raelian Movement. My heart was beating fast; I talked about being discriminated against, testified
about losing a work contract, and objected to the speaker’s bias (Georg Schmidt, a retired pastor
heading a Zurich anti-cult group). The speaker finally acknowledged being totally biased as a Christian. During two days, every
time I felt it was necessary, I asked questions, always along the same general idea: “Why would cultic deviances be any different
from other problems, conflicts or offenses occurring in every human group, or why should they be treated differently?” Most of
the time, the general answers were in agreement with my position.
I admit that when I was first asked to attend this meeting I was not very enthusiastic about listening to anti-cult people,
which I had interacted with way too often on the Internet, or to people who believe that “cult” is a well-defined concept.
The experience showed me that my fears were not quite founded. Several talks were scheduled in parallel, and I chose to attend those in the French language, with the firm intention to denounce our treatment caused by the “anti-cult” paranoia. Well, I
was pleasantly surprised by the general tone of the talks, and by speakers who made efforts to be objective. Many of the speakers
were not anti-cult militants, but rather researchers, sociologists, historians, etc. The attitudes of organizations such as the ASDFI
(the Swiss ADFI) of Geneva’s CIC (Information center on religious beliefs, a state organization) were resolutely and explicitly distanced from the French policy on the topic. They refused to use the word “cult” and used “sectarian deviances” instead (which can
occur everywhere, not only in so-called “cults”), as well as “controversial groups”, being aware that any group can be controversial
and therefore fall into the category of study, including traditional religions. Personally, I like it, I want to be in a controversial
group! ;-) For the anecdote, two representatives of the Catholic church came to describe their information activity to parishioners
looking for information about other religions. I was expecting the worst, but instead I listened to an exemplary speech about
non-judgment, understanding, openness, dialogue. The (young and cute ;-)) representative of the Swiss bishop conference later
told me in private that it was a deliberate decision from himself to radically change attitude and image.
Is the witch hunt coming to an end? Maitreya Rael has been announcing it for a few years... Scientologists and members
of the Krishna consciousness society shared with me the same impression of openness and non-judgment, which was extremely
different from what we had experienced until now. The tone was set at the conference opening talk by a Swiss law professor
(François Bellanger for those who know him), who explained well that Swiss law and several decisions from the federal council
stated that “the state must be prohibited from interfering in religious freedom (in a broad sense)” (however, individual cantons
are at liberty to enact laws and take action...). He even said that in his opinion the “spiritual market has been liberalized”. Others
commented that their concern was to protect consumers from being abused, no matter who the abusers are (in other words, any
group including big religions or political parties, etc…).
Several speakers complained about the attitude of the media, who stereotype or distort in order to increase sales. One of
them explained: “We are asked which cult is the hottest, people want scandal”.
As soon as I arrived, I was surprised to meet specialists who already knew me personally (including Jean-François Mayer,
whom many Swiss Raelians know for having studied and even “infiltrated” us). One of them was very happy to see me because
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I had answered his email when he started his research work 10 years earlier, which allowed him to meet with Daniel Chabot and
Maitreya Rael.
Being there to “be seen”, I better understood the value of lobbying, meeting a huge number of people (most of them coming
to me spontaneously), who were happy to see us represented and who wanted to exchange information (next time: take business
cards!). As a not very social person who isolates himself voluntarily in the countryside, I understood that for them, a personal
contact with a person they meet, a face on a name, are better links than an official address. For example, the CIC director from
Geneva personally invited me to check the information they have on us and to complete it if necessary. I gave her the book
“Proud to be Raelian” and I plan to contact her again. I did the same for the ASDFI president who came to me. I invited her to
contact me if she needed more information on us, or encountered any problem with the Raelian Movement. She testified that
a fruitful collaboration with the church of Scientology (they confirmed her saying) allowed her to help someone who wanted to
leave Scientology and was feeling confused. A sociologist told me it was good to have representatives from controversial groups
attending the conference: “It creates a new paradigm”.
I can not summarize all the contacts and conversations I had, but the main thing I learned is the importance of “being
seen”, of showing a Raelian face everywhere. I also noted that mentalities have evolved dramatically: dialogue, non-judgment,
understanding and religious plurality are replacing the anti-cult activism which is fading away. We might be seeing the fruits of
the researchers’ work and of our reactions.
It seems to me that being seen and allowing people to meet us are very important to help change our image in some people’s
minds. It is true in this kind of conferences, but also in the street, at work (hence the importance of wearing the symbol for our
mission), and, in my opinion, everywhere where we might find more intelligent, more educated, more open minded people than
average, such as conferences, exhibitions, etc.
Love,
Antoine Berner

France … they ran for Clitoraid...
A beautiful team of runners and messengers was in Bordeaux a few days ago to represent Clitoraid at the famous Medoc
marathon.
Josephine tells us...
Many friends came to show their support in this huge
crowd.
Almost 2000 flyers were given out (I know, it’s not as efficient as the Internet ;)). It was beautiful to see people’s faces and
to receive their comments and congratulations from everywhere
about this fantastic cause we are defending.
Special thanks to Hervé Bibens, who spared no efforts during several months to prepare these 3 bicycles with posters, stickers and African dolls to make us even more visible and more visually attractive! We had a huge banner and were very visible at
the finish line to welcome our national heroes who ran all 26 miles (42 km) together as a real team, helping and supporting each
other! Bravo!
We were announced at the microphone as “The Clitoraid team”, which was heard by 10,000 people.
We made beautiful contacts and received many donations which I am going to forward to our dear Mariella, whom I would
like to thank for her support and patience in this marathonian preparation of this great day!
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Thanks also to Xavier for supervising and helping with promotional
material including beautiful caps. Thanks to Marc and Pilou for their
support in the region, to Pierre for his exceptional participation, and to
Princess Loona who came with her trainer Yves! The list is even longer...
Thanks to our Creators for having given us two legs :) so that we can
run our Maitreya’s fantastic idea of building the Pleasure Hospital!
Starting in 3... 2... 1...

For a split moment,
Marco, National Guide
for Italy forgot that he was
meant to smile at all times
;-).. Maitreya had just left
Florence... but he soon
became himself again eh
eh... Maitreya said that he
will come back with great
pleasure... What a fantastic
Summer we lived thanks to
him and with him in Europe!!
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